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What is a Mother BinWhat is a Mother Bin

Located�in�South�Dakota,�Walkabout�Mother�Bins�is�making�efficient�and

affordable�grain�storage�harvest�systems.�A�link�between�grain�carts�and

trucks,�the�Walkabout�Mother�Bin�allows�the�combine�to�run�continuously,

eliminating�bottlenecks.

�

Combines have increased capacity, yet truck sizes
remain the same. The combine has evolved and

innovated, but how grain is hauled away hasn’t changed
and MUST change. Today’s combines are bigger, better,

and faster. As a result today’s grain storage and
handling systems need to be bigger, better and faster.
The Walkabout Mother Bin meets that need and then

some. Ignore the chaos, quell your resistance and factor
a Mother Bin into your harvesting operation.

"It was like adding another combine. It really
picked up the slack because of the extra surge
capacity. We were able to finish fields in the

evening after the semis were done loading. If the
semis had issues or breakdowns we still didn’t

have to shut down the combine because we had
extra capacity for storage."

 
~Keegan Jones, Pendleton, OR

Scan here to visit our website



4,000�bushel�capacity�

Split�front�and�rear�flow�gates�for�blending�grain

Up�to�900�bushel-per-minute�unload�rate�

4-way�adjustable�auger�spout�

Rear�access�door�

Full�length�clean�out�doors�

58'�long�x�13'�9"�wide�x�12'�11"�high

AGRI-COVER®�Electric�Roll�Tarp

22"�Elmer's�unload�auger�

Camera�system

Self-steering�front�and�force-steering�rear�axles

Movable�while�partly�loaded�

Minimum�200hp�required

������for�tight�cornering�or�narrow�approaches

The�Walkabout�Mother�Bin�guarantees�the�ability�to�continue

or�extend�harvesting�time�if�elevators�close,�the�distance

from�farm�or�elevator�is�too�far�for�trucks�to�keep�grain�away

from�combines.�Problems�arise�because�of�slow�unloading�at

the�elevator�or�on-farm�storage�or�if�breakdowns�anywhere

in�the�transport,�delivery�or�storage�chain�occur.

Acts�as�a�surge�tank�for�grain�when�trucks�can’t�keep�up�with

combine�and�grain�cart�holding�capacity.�Eliminates�the�need

for�a�truck�to�be�present�to�empty�the�grain�cart.

Specs & FeaturesSpecs & Features  

BenefitsBenefits  

Completely�mobile�and�able�to�move�from�field�to�field�as�the�harvest�progresses.�

Allows�farmers�to�operate�with�less�help�and�less�equipment�by�holding�4�to�6�single�semi�loads�of�grain,�this

allows�a�reduction�in�trucks�and/or�employees...which�saves�the�owner�time�and�money!

The�Walkabout�Mother�Bin�is

essential�harvest�equipment

offering�a�large,�portable,

in-field�grain�storage

solution�(4,000-bu

capacity).�This�amazing

concept�saves�time,�money

and�labor�while�increasing

harvest�and�grain�handling

efficiency!�

Scan here to visit our specs &
features page on our website



The�17"�Elmer's�floor�auger�moves�your�commodity�quickly�through�the�Walkabout

Mother�Bin.�Our�front�and�rear�flow�gates�can�be�used�for�blending�grain.

Our�22"�Elmer’s�unload�auger�is�capable�of�unloading�at�an�industry�leading�speed�with

an�adjustable�4-way�spout�and�extra�long�reach�it�is�designed�to�increase�unloading

convenience�and�speed.

The�Walkabout�Mother�Bin�is�equipped�with�eight�windows.�The�amount�of�grain�being

unloaded�or�remaining�in�the�bin�can�be�monitored�visually�through�the�windows�on�the

side,�front�and�rear�of�the�bin.

The�Mother�Bin�has�full�length�cleanout�doors�in�each�section,�eight�in�total.�This�allows

users�to�completely�clean�out�the�bin�between�commodities�and/or�certified�and�non-

certified�grains.

Our�bin�is�equipped�with�steering�on�all�axles.�Front�and�rear�steering�provides�easy

maneuverability.�The�rear�tires�are�steered�hydraulically�from�a�leaver�in�the�tractor

cab�and�the�front�tires�automatically�steer�in�the�direction�of�the�

towing�vehicle�for�easy�cornering.

Our�AGRI-COVER®�Electric�Roll�Tarp�accommodates�more�grain.�

The�Agri-Cover�Side�Locking�Tarp�is�constructed�of�quality�

vinyl�that�remains�flexible�to�-40°�F�(-40°C)�with�welded�ends�for�

additional�strength�and�flexibility.

Front�&�Rear�Steering

Steering�Indicators�

Floor�Auger�

Flow�Gate�Indicators��

Extra�Large�Windows

Solid Steel ConstructionSolid Steel Construction  

Elmer's�Unload�Auger�

Full�Length�Cleanout�Doors�

AGRI-COVER®�Electric�Roll�Tarp



Our�two�latch�rear�access�door�makes�servicing�and�cleaning�the�Mother�Bin�easy�and

simple.

Every�Mother�Bin�is�equipped�with�two�wireless�cameras.�One�is�in�the�rear�of�the�bin

which�acts�like�a�rearview�mirror.�The�second�camera�is�located�on�the�auger,�allowing

users�to�see�inside�the�trucks�while�unloading.

The�Walkabout�Mother�Bin�hitch�is�a�single�tang�hitch�that�must�only�be�used�with�a

clevis-type�tractor�draw-bar.�1�3/4"�or�2"�pin�must�be�used.��

Outback�Wrap�is�designed�to�Make�Hooking�Up�Easy�and�every�Walkabout�Mother�Bin

comes�with�a�full�set�of�hydraulic�hose�markers�and�a�Hose�Boss,�along�with�a

customizable�sticker�key�for�easy�hydraulic�connections.

The Mother Bin allowed us to reduce the number of trucksThe Mother Bin allowed us to reduce the number of trucks
we own and combine more grain faster because thewe own and combine more grain faster because the

combines never stop. We farm with less equipment andcombines never stop. We farm with less equipment and
finish earlier than before and it’s because of the Motherfinish earlier than before and it’s because of the Mother

Bin. We run like clockwork.Bin. We run like clockwork.
  

~Peyton Potter, Greenville, MS~Peyton Potter, Greenville, MS
  

Hydraulic�Connection�KeyOutback�Wrap�Hose�BossOutback�Wrap

Wireless�Cameras��

Single�Tang�Hitch

Scan here to hear
testimonials of the

Walkabout Motherbin
from real owners! 

USA Owned & MadeUSA Owned & Made



Scale�System

The�Walkabout�Mother�Bin�is�designed�to�be�used�for�several�different�types�of�commodities.�A�vibrator�is

essential�in�grain�that�is�hard�to�move�such�a�wet�corn�or�grain�that�will�bridge.�With�the�Cougar�Vibrator,�the

grain�can�be�shaken�loose�easily.

We�use�a�top�quality�scale�system.�Our�scale�system�is�comprised�of�fourteen�load�cells�for�accurate�weights

both�while�loading�and�unloading.�Users�can�also�add�a�large�external�display�for�easy�to�read�weights�when

outside�the�tractor.��

The�Low�Auger�Unload�Package�can�be�used�when�emptying�into�a�pit�or�hopper.

The Walkabout Mother Bin is fully customizable to suit the needs of
each individual operation. Customization makes a bin its most

efficient while increasing the owners return on investment. 
OptionsOptions

It’s great, it did everything you said it would do. OurIt’s great, it did everything you said it would do. Our
elevator receives an average of seventy loads a day andelevator receives an average of seventy loads a day and
forty of them are ours. The elevator asked how we areforty of them are ours. The elevator asked how we are

doing it and I said it’s because of the Mother Bin.doing it and I said it’s because of the Mother Bin.
  

~Trey Lawfield, New Madrid, MO (rice harvest)~Trey Lawfield, New Madrid, MO (rice harvest)

Cougar�Vibrator External�Scale�Display



EMPTY OR FILL GRAIN BAGS
Along�with�the�combine(s),�keeping�the�bagger�moving�is�essential�to�efficiency.�By�placing�the�Mother�Bin�next�to

the�bagger�while�filling�the�grain�cart�is�never�delayed�in�returning�to�the�combine(s).�When�emptying,�the�Mother

Bin�can�move�with�the�bagger�so�it�never�has�to�stop�when�truck�movement�is�needed.�

USE AS A SEED TENDER 
With�4000-bushel�capacity,�seed�trucks�are�able�to�tender�out�of�the�bin�while�being�positioned�in�a�central

location�during�planting�time.

SPEED UP LOADING TRUCKS 
With�an�industry�leading�unload�rate,�operators�are�able�to�load�trucks�within�a�few�minutes.�Trucks�come�into�the

field�and�load�straight�out�of�the�WMB�at�the�same�or�faster�rate�than�being�loaded�by�the�grain�cart.�Saving

massive�amounts�of�time�and�creating�quicker�turnaround�times�for�drivers�and�operators.��

Multifunctional InnovationMultifunctional Innovation  
The Walkabout Mother Bin's innovative design allows owners to use the Mother Bin in

various other aspects of their operation; not just during harvest.

With�the�Walkabout�Mother�Bin,�users�are�able�to�blend�grain�to�get�the�desired�moisture�content�by

using�the�flow�gate�feature.�

When�inclement�weather�is�approaching,�users�can�get�their�commodity�out�of�the�field�and�protected.

The�Mother�Bin�allows�users�to�run�smaller�grain�cart(s)�and�smaller�tractors�resulting�in�less

compaction.�Less�soil�compaction�leads�to�higher�production�and�less�need�for�tillage�or�fertilizer�to

boost�production.�

Unending AdvantagesUnending Advantages

"Crystal, I have to tell you about the blending feature of the bin! This year I had a field of sunflowers get"Crystal, I have to tell you about the blending feature of the bin! This year I had a field of sunflowers get
away from me. When I opened up the field, they tested at 14% moisture and the elevator wouldn’t takeaway from me. When I opened up the field, they tested at 14% moisture and the elevator wouldn’t take

them until they were down to 10. Luckily, I had a bin of flowers at home that were 8%. It took some work,them until they were down to 10. Luckily, I had a bin of flowers at home that were 8%. It took some work,
but I loaded those 8% flowers into the bin and used the blending feature with the flow gates and blendedbut I loaded those 8% flowers into the bin and used the blending feature with the flow gates and blended

the whole field down to the 10% moisture. The elevator just couldn’t believe I was able to do that."the whole field down to the 10% moisture. The elevator just couldn’t believe I was able to do that."
~Jerry Weinheimer, Onida, SD~Jerry Weinheimer, Onida, SD



DimensionsDimensions

6'�4"

48'

58'�

www.motherbin.comwww.motherbin.com
Email: sales@usakangaroo.comEmail: sales@usakangaroo.com

Phone: 1-605-530-4346Phone: 1-605-530-4346
@motherbin1


